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Report by Justus Künanz

I first heard about certain proposals for students who are willing to take the extra mile early 
on in my course of studys. As it was finally time for my year to get introduced to the 
opportunity to go to Amsterdam and attend the IBC with help  from the IABM Foundation 
and their Rising Star Programme only a few students had raised their arms to show 
interest. Sad but true because frankly it was the best experience I have had during my 
years in university. 

I had arrived a day prior to the beginn of the IBC  conference programm to take a look at 
the beautiful city of Amsterdam because I could imagine what the next days would bring to 
my eyes, ears and legs. At that first evening I began scheduling my days. The IBC App for 
the smartphone proved to be very helpful and spared me some paperwork. I went through 
all the paper sessions and keynotes and all the topics were fascinating on their own. Not 
to forget the mandatory  dates in the fashionable IABM members lounge seperated from 
the busy  exhibition area meant I had to cut back a little to save some time for the 
exhibition. So I concentrated more on the issues building upon the topic of my entering 
presentation about high dynamic range in moving pictures and key technologies behind it. 
I delightedly noticed that there was a three part keynote looking at the state of the 
technology, capturing, postprocessing and the projectioning of those wider colour gamut 
images which I bookmarked beforehand. But other than that I scheduled each day  as I 
pleased.    

Next day came and the registration at the front desk was successful. I received a bag full 
of informations, invitations, the exhibition cataloque listing well over a thousand exhibitors 
and were they are located and a floorplan which was quite useful because the mobile app 
lacked this. Since I especially  wanted to talk to german manufacturers of broadcasting 
equipment ranging from cameras to post production equipment and finally to the 
transmission of audiovisual content over various network types I only marked them on the 
map  forcing myself not to fill my daily  schedule with thousand of things but rather take my 
time with them even if it takes a minute or two longer.   

But as we know you can fiddle about with new electronics and new standards as long as 
you would like if you do not know the current market situation. With more and more video 
on demand services disrupting the tradition of the good old linear television it was nice to 
see Michael Dobbs on stage and what he had to say as an executive producer of the 
successful series „House Of Cards“ about the rise of the non-linear form of television. 
Linking the web-based service with developing technologies mentioned earlier is just a 
matter of clever source encoding via the now wellknown H.265/HEVC and squeezing 
bytes through an internet connection. HEVC already helped by reducing the bit rate 
needed to achieve the same image quality  compared to H.264 by half. But moving images 
with a wider colour gamut requires a little higher bit count like 10 bit or 12 bit of each pixel 
to display a broader spectrum of colours meeting the Rec. BT.2020 standard as with the 
traditional Rec BT.709 which employs 8 bit colour depth in consumer use. The high-wire 
act now is to find a solution of transmitting BT.2020 material at a reasonable bitrate so that 
non-linear, linear and especially live broadcasters (they are getting very close in the future 
in terms of how the content is delivered) can finally bring the next step  in immersive picture 
in everybodys home. 4K HDR-capable displays already have become a common sight on 
the IBC this year so that I literally  spotted that one lonely ancient Full-HD display from 
quite a distance away. 



The „Delegate“ badge and the neverending curiosity  of a young student has its perks 
beyond attending endless sessions. I knew from the copious amounts of emails the IBC 
has sent me that there was a 6p-Laser Projector made by Christie employed in the 
auditorium. Christie kindly provided me an insight in what this projector is capable of and 
how it is driven. They had two projectors set up and each of those used its own rack with a 
range of up  to 12 laser modules producing an incredibly  intense beam of light. But the key 
difference is in the composition of the white light. The laser emits a very even spectrum of 
light whereas traditional gas discharge lamps often have spikes and promitent 
wavelenghts in their spectrum which prohibits any wider colour gamut than BT.709. The 
laser can deliver better by shining a blue laser on a phosphorous layer emitting yellow 
light. These two lights mixed together result in perfect white light. This was one of the 
moments I was kind of proud of myself speaking to the guys at the Christie booth not 
fearing a „no“. And I was happy to see a german technician supervising the projection 
system so I could talk to him in my native language which had made it a bit easier. All that I 
wanted now was see these projectors in action.

Another point on my list was to visit ARRI. Not because I was desperate to see some new  
proprietary codec or how to handle huge amounts of videodata produced on a filmset but 
simply because I wanted to gaze at all those digital cameras used in countless Hollywood 
movies especially the ARRI Alexa 65, a camera with a 65mm image sensor. After I had a 
nice talk to one of the people from ARRI reseach and developement department they 
invited me to the keynote where they were going to show exclusive WCG content shot on 
a variety of their cameras and projected by the Christie projector I have seen earlier. The 
visual experience was absolutely breathtaking. There was content even in the darkest 
screen areas, highlights pierced the eyes of the audience and overall the picture seemed 
much better controlled than on a traditional display  or projector. But the best visual 
experience was announced to be Pixar‘s movie „Inside Out“ on monday. Since it is a 
computer-animated film depicting an imaginary world inside a growing up girls head, the 
colours were set to be strong and intense to emphasize this objectified stage in an 
otherwise difficult to understand human brain. But the broader color space BT.2020 
brought a whole new level of liveliness into this film. Imagine to flip  the two dimensional 
CIE 1931 colour space on its side and create a new axis for the intensity and compare BT.
709 and its successor you will find that colours can achieve a lot greater intensity then 
before. Futher this inaugural screening of this movie in BT.2020 colour space was 
mastered in 22.2 Dolby Athmos. Although this was not my main subject this means that 
you have in total 24 channels of audio allowing for objectbased placement of sound 
sources in a 3D enviroment. To sum up this cinematographic adventure it took a big leap 
forward in immersive cinema and certainly has written „The Future of Cinema“ all over it. 
There were also other proposals to the future of cinema like using the side walls of the 
cinema hall as second and third screen to fill the lateral vision but personally I would rather 
take that as a technical statement of what is feasible.  

This week has given me the first insight of that scale where the industry is heading and 
thanks to the various paper sessions what is currently worked on. I was surprised how 
open I was approached by the people at the exhibitor booths and that I had the impression 
that I was taken serious in my inquiries even about things that has not been released yet. 
One example would be the continuation of the SDI standard concerning the exponential 
growth of data that is pushed through it with technology  like 8k facing the industry. If I had 
not been to the IBC  I would also not have gotten many valueable contacts into the german  
broadcasting industry. It was an honor for me to receive the IABM Studends Award.

Thanks to the folks at IABM Educational Foundation for making this possible for me. 



     

   

 


